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Details of Visit:

Author: anubi
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 28 Jan 2015 14:00
Duration of Visit: 60 Minutes
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Very conveniently located moments from tube station. I would say it tends to average rather than
luxurious but it's definitely clean. I was told there is no waiting room but as I arrived 10 minutes
earlier and still welcomed in I saw there is a sofa in the entry hall, which works just as well, although
I was made to wait in one of the rooms. I used the shower which was just as the rest of the flat,
basic but clean.

The Lady:

Definitely like the photos, very good looking Asian girl, mid 20s, slim and taller than average, natural
breasts well shaped and on the small side (which isn't a minus at all for me), great figure

The Story:

This was as close to GFE as it ever got for me, with plenty of kissing and some very nice chat in the
'dead' moments.
After some initial kissing and undressing, foreplay consisted in taking turns licking each other. Her
oral skills on me were amazing and she also enjoyed me licking her. After not long I told her I
couldn't hold it for much longer and she said I could cum in her mouth; I asked her if I could cum on
her face instead but she said no; fair enough as this service isn't mentioned in her page.
She then offered to give me a massage, which I never decline particularly from oriental girls. This
wasn't very sensual but I thought it was very well done, more like a professional back massage
which I would definitely benefit from if I could have one every day. Also on the plus side, it ended
with a kiss as she asked me whether I was ready for round 2. I was, but my tool needed some more
rest so we laid down and chatted a bit more.
After not long, she seemed really impatient to have another go. She gave me the impression of
genuinely wanting it rather trying to do it just to please me. With some more kissing and sucking I
got hard again, put on the condom and got on top of her. She really seem to enjoy it a lot as her
orgasm was probably a genuine one; otherwise it was very well faked but I'm positive and I like to
believe this wasn't the case.

I also want to write 2 positive comments about the agency:
1. Very polite over the phone, clear directions and I was invited to call in case I arrived early (which I
did);
2. The rota on their website is accurate and up to date.
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